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Abstract

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 has infected over 109 000 000

people with 2 423 443 deaths as of February 17, 2021. Currently, there are no

approved or consistently effective treatments, and conventional vaccines may take

several years for development and testing. In silico methods of bioinformatics,

vaccinogenomics, immunoinformatics, structural biology, and molecular simulations

can be used for more rapid and precise vaccine design. This paper highlights two

major immunoinformatics strategies that are used in designing novel and effective

vaccines and therapeutics: reverse vaccinology and structural vaccinology.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The novel coronavirus 2019 (COVID‐19) infection, also known as

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS‐CoV‐2), has
infected over 109 000 000 people with 2 423 443 deaths as of

February 17, 2021. The mainstay of COVID‐19 treatment is sup-

portive care, but there is a high mortality rate, especially in older

individuals and those with co‐morbidities. Therefore, there is an

urgent need to develop safe and effective vaccines. Conventional

vaccinology (CV) methods are inadequate for this pandemic because

of: (1) time‐consuming antigen identification; (2) lack of antigenic

diversity; (3) extensive pathogen cultivation in wet labs; and (4) high

costs.1–2 In silico methods of bioinformatics, vaccinogenomics, im-

munoinformatics, structural biology, and molecular simulations can

be effectively applied to advanced vaccine design, with faster pro-

cessing time than CV.1–3 In this paper, we highlight two major im-

munoinformatic strategies, reverse vaccinology (RV) and structural

vaccinology (SV), and their application to potential COVID‐19
vaccines.

2 | BIOINFORMATICS AND
IMMUNOINFORMATICS

Bioinformatics is an interdisciplinary field using computational

simulation methods to analyze biological data and make predictions

on gene regulation networks.1–2 It has been successfully utilized for

vaccine research, including preclinical, clinical, and postvaccine
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phases.1–3 Immunoinformatics is a branch of bioinformatics utilizing

mathematical and computational approaches to process and develop

immunological data and make predictions on immunity and disease

pathogenesis.2–3 Epitope and multiepitope vaccines are composed of

amino acid peptides that are immunogenic targets. Using the already

sequenced COVID‐19 genome, computational tools, and searchable

databases can aid in predicting potential B and T cell epitopes for

vaccine design, immunity protein analysis, and immunization

modeling.4–7

3 | IN SILICO—RV AND SV

RV identifies specific epitopes from viruses, bacteria, cancer cells, or

allergens that activate specific immune responses.1–3 COVID‐19 is

an excellent candidate for this strategy because the entire genomic

sequence of the pathogen has been available since December 2019.4

Computational programs (i.e., ORFfinder, GetOrf) are used to iden-

tify all open reading frames (ORFs) in the sequences. Then, the

identified antigens can be mapped and screened for expression by

the pathogen (i.e., COVID‐19) and for immunogenicity during infec-

tion. For COVID‐19, a comprehensive analysis of T‐cell and B‐cell
epitope prediction is preferred for vaccine candidate (VC) selection.

The immune system is classified as humoral or cellular. For a humoral

response, bioinformatics databases (i.e., Immune Epitope Database

[IEDB]) are used to identify B‐cell epitopes. For cellular responses,

databases are used to search for antigens that can be identified by

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules found in T

cells.1–2 Thereafter, in vitro and in vivo assays are performed to

confirm VCs. Thus, immunoinformatics can be used to better un-

derstand infectious disease pathogenesis, diagnosis, immune system

response, and vaccine development.

SV can be used to develop effective peptide‐based vaccines

by (1) assessing 3D conformational structure (i.e., X‐ray crystal-

lography, electron microscopy) of the epitope or antigen–antibody

complex; (2) using molecular dynamics simulations to predict and

model the epitope; (3) incorporating reengineered antigen into im-

munoinformatics platforms (i.e., Epitome); and (4) testing VCs for

efficacy and safety in vivo.2 Structural biology strategies provide

insights into the structure of an entire virus, viral envelopes, and

F IGURE 1 Displays the workflow of a vaccine design. The complete COVID‐19 genomic sequence is the starting point in developing drugs,
diagnostic tools, and a vaccine. Potential vaccine candidates (VCs) are identified from the COVID‐19 gene sequence and can then be expressed
as recombinants to assess immunogenicity. Reverse vaccinology (RV) and structural vaccinology (SV) can be employed in the COVID‐19
vaccine development process. RV relies on genomic information to determine relevant antigens and to design B‐ and T‐cell epitope mapping
algorithms for diagnostic or vaccine purposes. SV involves analysis of the 3D structure and vaccine testing of individual domains. COVID‐19,
coronavirus 2019
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antigen–antibody complexes that can be used to develop vaccines

targeting novel viruses, such as COVID‐19. Moreover, the three‐
dimensional (3D) modeling platforms provide critical information on

the tertiary and quaternary protein architecture and position of the

viral epitopes.

RV and SV technologies involve multiple steps, which are deli-

neated in Figure 1. RV and SV serve different purposes but are

equally important for vaccine development. CV platforms may take

years to unravel information on antigens and disease pathogenesis,

whereas, in silico vaccinology typically takes less than a year to

discover the same or even more relevant information.2–3

4 | RECENT COVID‐19 BIOINFORMATICS
RESEARCH

There is some preliminary research using bioinformatics for COVID‐
19 vaccine development.3–7 Grifoni et al.4 used the IEDB and virus

pathogen resource to show that SARS‐associated coronavirus (SARS‐
CoV) and SARS‐CoV‐2 have high gene sequence similarity and

comparable B‐ and T‐cell epitopes. In another study, immunoinfor-

matics and comparative genomic methods were used to assess a

potential T‐cell epitope peptide‐vaccine by targeting the COVID‐19
envelope protein (CoV E). Using comparative sequencing, 10 MHC

Class I and MHC Class II peptides were found that are promising VCs

for COVID‐19.5 Furthermore, Enayatkhani et al.6 used RV to analyze

three COVID‐19 antigenic proteins (nucleocapsid, ORF3a, and

membrane protein, [NOM]) and developed a potential multiepitope

COVID‐19 vaccine that can stimulate both CD4+ and CD8+ T‐cell
immune responses. Ong et al.7 utilized the Vaxign platform and

Vaxign‐ML machine‐learning tool to successfully predict a COVID‐19
VC called, “Sp/Nsp cocktail.” There was sequence conservation of

protein nsp3 among SARS‐CoV‐2, SARS‐CoV, and MERS‐CoV and

that nsp3‐domain contained MHC‐I T‐cell, MHC‐II T‐cell, and B‐cell
epitopes.7 The next steps include clinically testing and validating

these proposed COVID‐19 VCs to ensure efficacy and safety.

5 | LIMITATIONS

RV and SV are subject to several limitations. There is evidence that

antigen residues may become epitopes under specific conditions

thereby complicating prediction methods.3 Thus, RV requires ad-

vanced prediction algorithms to filter and analyze nonepitopic anti-

gen surface residues. On rare occasions, sequence data from the

high‐throughput analysis may contain computing errors thereby af-

fecting the quality of immunoinformatics predictions. The main dis-

advantage of SV is that newly predicted epitopes may be buried deep

within the protein, making it difficult to detect by potential

COVID‐19 antibodies, and therefore, making the vaccine less effective.2

6 | CONCLUSION

The rapid development of an effective and safe vaccine is ne-

cessary to reduce global mortality from COVID‐19. RV and SV

are promising techniques that can aid in the development of

multiepitope vaccines against COVID‐19 by inducing compre-

hensive B‐ and T‐cell immunity. Since these immunoinformatics

tools are readily available, continued leverage of these technol-

ogies will result in a shortened time to vaccine development.
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